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Computing Large Independent Sets in
Huge Complex Networks
Abstract
The maximum independent set problem is a classic NP-hard problem with many applications in
biology, sociology, and transportation (to name a few). Unfortunately, it is especially difficult to
compute an exact maximum independent set in the complex networks that arise in these
applications, as the best-known exact algorithms can still take exponential time. Recent results
show that medium to large complex networks can be solved exactly using the branch-and-reduce
paradigm, which recursively kernelizes the graph and performs branching. However, larger
graphs still remain intractable. In this talk, I present several key insights into this problem, and
introduce a new heuristic algorithm that combines kernelization with an advanced evolutionary
algorithm to quickly find high-quality independent sets in huge complex networks. Though the
algorithm is inexact, experiments show that it is capable of finding a true maximum independent
set much faster than the exact branch-and-reduce algorithm when the graph is particularly
difficult to solve. Not only does this technique speed up the computation of large independent
sets drastically, but it also enables us to compute high-quality independent sets on much larger
instances than previously reported in the literature. This is joint work with Sebastian Lamm,
Peter Sanders, Christian Schulz and Renato F. Werneck, and contains results to be presented at
ALENEX 2016.

